In this short note we introduce ResearchDoom, an implementation of the Doom first-person shooter that can extract detailed metadata from the game. We also introduce the CocoDoom dataset, a collection of pre-recorded data extracted from Doom gaming sessions along with annotations in the MS Coco format. ResearchDoom and CocoDoom can be used to train and evaluate a variety of computer vision methods such as object recognition, detection and segmentation at the level of instances and categories, tracking, ego-motion estimation, monocular depth estimation and scene segmentation. The code and data are available at
Introduction
As data-hungry methods such as deep neural networks become predominant in most areas of computer vision, the community faces the challenge of obtaining sufficiently large quantities of supervised data to train models. One increasingly popular and effective approach is to use synthetic data [2, 5, 3, 4] . While this data can be created ad-hoc, research in reinforcement learning has recently built on the idea of using video games as off-the-shelf virtual environments suitable to learn agents [8, 7, 1] . This approach is rather powerful as, while video games may not be entirely realistic, they capture many of the fundamental nuances and challenges of real-life perception. This is especially true for modern 3D games. We believe that these ideas can be applied well beyond reinforcement learning, and that video games can be used to train and evaluate in a direct manner a wide variety of computer vision algorithms.
In order to explore this idea, in this paper we propose to extract richly-annotated data from Doom, one of the early examples of 3D games. In order to do so, we introduce a modification of the opensource Doom engine. This variant, which we call ResearchDoom (??), is able to extract a wealth of geometric and semantic metadata during gaming sessions. Second, in order to lower as much as possible the barrier of entry for other computer vision researchers, we also provide pre-computed Doom data with full annotations, as well as a subset of the annotations using the Microsoft Coco format [6] , including well defined training, validation, and test split to simplify comparing results. We call this dataset CocoDoom (??).
We open source both ResearchDoom and CocoDoom and make them available at http://www. robos.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/research/researchdoom for other researchers to use.
Related work
As noted above, several researchers have been proposing to use computer graphics and simulated data for learning in computer vision and reinforcement learning. The work that is probably most related to ours is VizDoom, a modified version of the Doom engine that allows interfacing the game to machine learning algorithms for the purpose of reinforcement learning. ResearchDoom, which was developed partially concurrently to VizDoom, rather than providing an interface to control the game as needed in reinforcement learning, it focuses on extracting abundant metadata from recorded gaming sessions, including extracting depth information, object instance and class segmentations, as well as other data such as egomotion. The idea is that such annotated data can be used directly in a large number of computer vision tasks even without reinforcement learning. Example problems that can be targeted by using this data include object recognition, detection, and tracking, instance and semantic segmentation, monocular depth estimation, and ego-motion estimation. While ResearchDoom was developed independently of VizDoom, in the future we hope to be able to port ResearchDoom functionalities to VizDoom.
Another recent effort similar to ResearchDoom is Unreal CV [9] . This engine can also extract metadata similar to ResearchDoom and, by building on the Unreal engine, can potentially be applicable to a huge variety of modern video games. ResearchDoom is much simpler than Unreal CV as it applies to a single and relatively old game. While Doom incorporates several limitations, such as the fact that the camera can only rotate around the vertical axis, the data is nevertheless fairly complex. Furthermore, Doom provides a relatively restricted and consistent world form which data can be extracted for experiments. We leverage the latter fact to define and provide abundant pre-computed data with detailed metadata as well as with annotations using the Microsoft Coco format.
Another related project is the OpenAI Gym [1] , a collection of simulations and virtual environments, including video games such as Doom, for research in reinforcement learning by OpenAI.
The ResearchDoom engine
The ResearchDoom engine is a minimal modification of the Chocolate Doom 1 engine. It allows extracting various types of data and metadata from the game, including appearance, egomotion, depth, and object masks. By using ResearchDoom it is possible to cheaply generate large quantities of images from this virtual 3D environment annotated in great detail and without errors.
The ResearchDoom engine is typically used to extract data from pre-recorded playthroughs. It is deterministic, in the sense that, given these game files, all the data can be reproduced exactly.
Time in Doom is measured in terms of the so-called tics. Each tic produces exactly a frame, and for each frame ResearchDoom saves three PNG files, containing the appearance information, the depth map, and the object masks. The engine also writes a log of game events in a text file which can be used, among other things, to recover the location and orientation of the player in the 3D world as well as the category of each object instance. The detailed format of these files is described in the ResearchDoom homepage.
The CocoDoom data
As a simple point of entry for computer vision researchers, we also provide extensive pre-recorded data. The data contains the annotations produced by the ResearchDoom engine, as described in ??. It also contains object annotations in the same format used by Microsoft Coco [6] . Therefore, it is a plug-and-play resource for computer vision systems that use this format.
The data itself was generated from three complete playthroughs of the Doom II version of the game. The game itself consists of 32 maps or levels, divided in four episodes. We consider two different splits of the data in training, validation, and test sets as follows. The run split uses the first playthrough for training, the second for validation, and the last for testing. The episode split uses the first two episodes for training, the third for validation, and the fourth for testing. The episode split is therefore harder as different game maps are contained in the different splits.
All the frames were extracted from each run. Due to the large quantity of data produced in this manner, we also consider a standard and a full subset. The standard subset contains only appearance images and Microsoft Coco annotations for the objects (which means that their boundaries are approximated by polygons) whereas the full data contains depth information and pixel-level object segmentations. In the MS Coco annotations, objects with an area smaller than 30 pixels are discarded. The standard subset also contains only 1/5 of all the possible frames. Categories with less than 100 representative images in the standard training data split where removed, remaining with 94 object types (??). Overall, the standard subset contains roughly 80K images and 300K object instance annotations, whereas the full data contains roughly 500K images and 1.4M object instance annotations.
Conclusions
In this short note we have introduced ResearchDoom and CocoDoom, respectively software to extract annotated data from the Doom game engine and a pre-computed collection of annotated gaming data suitable for training and evaluating a variety of computer vision algorithms. This effort is motivated by our belief that video game data, as well as computer graphics, synthetic, and augmented data in general, can provide a wealth of information for training computer vision systems. While the utility of simulated environments is obvious for reinforcement learning applications, until the problem of unsupervised learning is finally solved, such data can also be extremely useful in direct computer vision problems due to the ability of extracting automatically a very detailed supervisory signal. SHOTGUY  VILE  FIRE  UNDEAD  TRACER  SMOKE   FATSO  FATSHOT  CHAINGUY  TROOP  SERGEANT  HEAD  BRUISER   BRUISERSHOT  KNIGHT  SKULL  SPIDER  BABY  CYBORG  PAIN   WOLFSS  BARREL  TROOPSHOT  HEADSHOT  ROCKET  PLASMA  BFG   ARACHPLAZ  PUFF  BLOOD  TFOG  EXTRABFG  MISC0  MISC1   MISC2  MISC3  MISC4  MISC10  MISC11  MISC12  INV   MISC13  INS  MISC14  MISC15  MEGA  CLIP  MISC17   MISC18  MISC19  MISC20  MISC21  MISC22  MISC23  MISC24   MISC25  CHAINGUN  MISC26  MISC27  MISC28  SHOTGUN  SUPERSHOTGUN   MISC29  MISC30  MISC32  MISC33  MISC34  MISC38  MISC39   MISC40  MISC41  MISC42  MISC43  MISC44  MISC45  MISC46   MISC47  MISC49  MISC50  MISC56  MISC58  MISC59  MISC60   MISC67  MISC68  MISC69  MISC71  MISC73  MISC74  MISC75   MISC76 
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Figure 2: The 94 CocoDoom categories.
In the future, we would like to merge ResearchDoom with the VizDoom codebase due to the technical merits and advantages of the latter. At the same time, we think that providing pre-computed gaming data and corresponding benchmarks in familiar formats can encourage the adoption of gaming data by a much larger portion of the computer vision community. This is the idea behind CocoDoom and for its future evolutions we hope to be able to leverage the power of more open-ended gaming engines such as Unreal CV.
